SPEED BUMP- SB-36

MODEL NUMBER IS SB-36
OVERALL WIDTH IS: 10"
OVERALL LENGTH IS: 72"
OVERALL HEIGHT IS: 2"
MADE FROM 100% RECYCLED PLASTIC
UNIT MAY SHRINK AFTER COOLING
COLOR IS YELLOW
4 PRE-DRILLED MOUNTING HOLES: Ø 1 15/32" COUNTERBORED
11/32", TO Ø5/8" THRU
INCLUDES CS-33-KIT-4 (29-001-126); CONCRETE INSTALLATION KIT
4 BOLTS
4 WASHERS
4 SETS OF ANCHOR SLEEVES

STANDARD FEATURES

SPECIAL FEATURES

NONE

DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/2"

PROFILE AND DESIGN MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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